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Patient Group Q4 Christmas Newsletter Report 2018 But Before We Get On To
That...
Here's Our Seasonal Message to One and All
Fraser & Graham hope that everyone has had a wonderful Festive Season and
everyone simply glides into the New Year full of hope, optimism and a positive attitude
towards your endeavours in 2019 and beyond. We also wish a Happy New Year to
everyone associated both our Patient Group and/or with our SHGP (Streatham Hill
Group Practice) and hope that 2019 will be a healthy, happy, prosperous & successful
year for each & every one of you. Thank you.

Can We Count On You
To Help Us, To Help You?
Ideas Are A Dime a Dozen
But If We Don't Get To Hear Your Ideas
Then Sadly, We Could ALL Be
MISSING OUT! - SymeBros 2018

Q4 2018 Christmas Newsletter Report
What the Co-Chairs of our Patient Group at SHGP Have Been Up To… But before we
get stuck into all that, please be aware that this is our first attempt at formulating a
newsy report and as our tenure has only been since October 22nd 2018, this
newsletter/report may appear weighted towards mainly what Fraser & Graham have
been up to rather than exclusively what our Patient Group have been doing. It is our
sincerest wish for Q1 of 2019, that this emphasis will alter, especially with the
wonderful input from our Steering Committee.
Please Note: This Newsletter/Report has been purposely created with a larger than
usual font size in order to accommodate the needs of our fellow patients who are sight
challenged.
So just to finish this section off, if you have any constructive comments to make in
relation to our initial Newsletter Report, we would openly welcome your comments.
Thank you. So, now let’s now get stuck in...
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December 2018
This is a summary, in reverse chronological order, of what the NEW Co-Chairs of the
Patient Group at Streatham Hill Group Practice have been up to since being appointed
on October 22nd 2018, together with NEWS about our recent Patient Group
Christmas Meeting… And, for those viewing a hard copy of this Report, please be
aware that it is available to download online from the following short link
https://url.lv/PG-Christmas-Newsletter Thank you.

2018-12-28 - Fraser Targets Missed Appointments (DNAs Did
Not Attends)
Over the years and recently in the media the cost of wasted clinicians time through
Patients failing to attend their appointments has been highlighted. This is something
that we must improve upon so that more Patients can be seen much sooner. Would
you believe that some of our Patients at SHGP also fail to contact the surgery to
cancel their no longer needed appointment thus depriving others of the opportunity
of being seen much sooner? Perhaps our Patient Group and our Patient Group Forum
can assist SHGP to minimise the number of occasions we have DNAs in 2019 and
beyond? During 2018 we had the following stats:
2790 DNA TOTAL for 2018
232 DNA average per month
53 DNA average per week
Whichever way you want to look at it, SHGP is ultimately ‘a business’ and therefore
strives to run like clockwork. It has been suggested that on average a clinician
appointment at an NHS GP Surgery costs between £30.00-£35.00 per appointment.
Whether that figure is more or less at SHGP is anyone's guess.
However, if we use the lower figure of £30.00 and multiply that by the 2,790 DNAs
that would give a figure of circa £83,700.00 which cannot be recovered, this is lost to
our SHGP, all because Patients failed to call up and cancel their no longer needed
appointments. Perhaps another way of looking at this, is that some of this lost money
which might have been used to buy new equipment or make the Patient experience
much better for everyone, ends up simply having to be put on hold. Any way you care
to look at it, these are on average 53 DNAs per week, time for which our clinicians will
NEVER get back!
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Alternatively, to put these 2,790 DNAs into perspective, have you ever been
extremely angry when you've attempted to book an URGENT appointment ONLY to
discover that there were NO bookable appointments available? Well that may well be
because DNA Patients have taken up valuable, bookable appointments, which
otherwise you could have had when you needed them most! These DNA Patients have
robbed you of potential appointments, which would have satisfied your urgent need.
They simply 'wasted it' not only for you but for our clinicians too!
After all, how can any small business (and yes, SHGP is a small business) be run
effectively if they have an average of 53 DNAs per week? Crikey, that's over TEN
DNAs per day! So, these Do Not Attend patients, may well be the reason you are
prevented having an urgent appointment when you need it most!
Indeed, the obvious solution is that we ALL, as Patients, need to do our very best to
ensure we individually are not among the DNA statistics in 2019 and beyond.
Furthermore, if we ALL do our bit, then the volume of DNAs will tumble going forward.
This is something that the SymeBros (Fraser & Graham) in conjunction with our
Steering Committee will be looking very closely at in the New Year.

2018-12-17 - Two Local Patient Group’s Co-Chairs Chatting
About Their Groups
Fraser & Graham met with Alan Wickes, Co-Chair of Palace Road Surgery, at The
Italian Bistro for drinks and discussed the Palace Road PPG, our Patient Group at
SHGP and a whole host of interesting ideas & initiatives for 2019 and beyond.

2018-12-14 - Patient-Partnership Introductory Meeting, St
George's Hospital
Fraser & Graham attended a meeting over at St George’s Hospital, where they are
Interim Co-Chairs of the Dermatology Patient Panel (DPP) together with one of the
Dermatology Lead Consultants for a meeting with the Head of the Patient Partnership
& Experience Group (PPEG) to ascertain how this will affect our fledgling community
DPP group.
The DPP is similar in many ways to our Patient Group in so far as it is both trying to
make the experiences of Patients using the services better and in so doing make the
Hospital, in their case, improve, become better and get better Care Quality
Commission (CQC) ratings.
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One of the reasons we decided to Volunteer at St George’s Hospital is because there is
a distinct disconnect between St George’s Hospital and the rest of inner London, when
it comes to communications. They appear to have problems receiving & sending
communications back to - not only our SHGP, but also to GP Practices in Lambeth and
to other Hospitals as well. This is certainly NOT good from a Patient Experience
perspective and could be detrimental from a Patient Safety point of view. So this is
one aspect we wish to try to improve even with baby steps and even if only
commencing with the Dermatology Department.
Another reason is to provide valuable feedback as and when appropriate to our
Patient Group and the GPs and Management at SHGP on what we hear and see going
on at St George’s Hospital.
That said, the meeting with the Head of PPEG was certainly interesting and we’ll just
have to see what develops between now and our next DPP meeting, which he has said
he will attend, on 22nd January 2019. Fraser requested that the PPEG Lead invite one
or more of the Hospital Trusts' Directors to our January meeting but we'll just have to
see what transpires on that front, if anything.
The Head of PPEG's Patient Partnership Co-Ordinator was supposed to be forwarding
us various details & info but that has yet to materialise.
Once again, more on St George's Hospital's PEGG here.

2018-12-12 - Patient Group at SHGP - Christmas Meeting
Next up, this then led immediately into our Patient Group Christmas Meeting.
• Graham opened the meeting, welcoming everyone to the final Patient Group
Meeting for 2018.
• Graham then introduced the updated structure for the PG at SHGP and
provided a graphic handout he’d produced to everyone, so that they could easily
understand what was being discussed.
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• Graham made everyone aware of all the new posters up on the various
noticeboards around the Practice and on ‘Our Patient Group’ noticeboard just
inside the front door on the ground floor. Graham highlighted Fraser’s use of
QR codes on some of these posters, which
give Patients quick access to important
information.
A few Patient Group
Members looked a bit puzzled so Graham
said that we would discuss these further
with them individually at the break.
• Graham then introduced our Steering
Committee Members to all present.
• Graham introduced the topic of Health
Education Meetings (HEMs), discussing
the whys & wherefores together with the
benefits to most Patients wishing to learn
more about certain health related issues
etc. The attendees appeared quite keen on this new initiative, especially when
Fraser advised that we would attempt to have HEMs at different times of the
day, to try to fit in with when the Patient Population is available e.g. MidOur Patient Group Q4 Christmas Report 2018
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Morning, Mid-Afternoon and/or Evenings. Fraser went on to say that the
Patient Population would have to be patient with us in this respect as the
Management & Steering Committee Members of our new Patient Group are all
unpaid volunteers trying to do our best to make things work. All attendees
completed a short survey regarding topics they would like to see considered for
future
HEMs.
• Graham confirmed that our next Patient Group Meeting, would remain as
previously arranged and that would be on Wednesday, March 13th 2019 @
10:30 hours.
• Viliam Holicka our Practice Manager at SHGP then provided a brief message
from the Practice including information about the new doctors and that Dr Lau,
from our Practice, is the Clinical Lead for the new pilot Cluster of GP Surgeries
in our Streatham Hill area. Viliam went on to say that Nurse B will be going on
maternity leave next year as she is having a baby and that we all wish her well in
that respect.
• Fraser then introduced an item NOT on the agenda, which seemed to perk
everyone up, and this was an unannounced Christmas Raffle Prize Draw.
Whoop! Whoop! Fraser had decided late Monday night (just two days prior to
this meeting) that the SymeBros could not have a Patient Group Christmas
Meeting, on their watch, without a Christmas Raffle Prize Draw.
Fraser had devised some forms overnight and had asked our Practice Manager
to print them off for the next day (i.e. less than one day before our meeting).
Fraser then went out and hobbled around Streatham Hill & Streatham High
Road in search of Raffle Prizes. The Boy Done Good! Fraser managed to
conjure up circa £250.00 worth of Raffle Prizes (14 individual Prizes in total)
from a standing/hobbling start, all in just one afternoon during the busy
• Many thanks to our extremely kind Christmas Raffle Prize Donors, who actually
really care about our local community where they run their businesses.
So let’s please support them back as and when we need their services. Thank
you.
On the following pages 10-12, you will find the list of our exceptionally kind
Prize Donors…
Christmas period. Graham had devised a funky electronic Raffle Prize Draw
gizmo on a mobile phone… The draw was executed and the prizes WON! Many
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a Happy Face! Christmas had come early for some!

Prize Generous Raffle Prize Donor
No

Key
Raffle Prize
Contact Description
Irfan

1 x 2 piece suit free
dry clean

Raffle
Prize
Specifics

01

Heritage Streatham Dry
Cleaners
130 Streatham Hill,
London SW2 4RS
Tel: 020 8671 6973

02

Sahin’s Lounge
96 Streatham Hill,
London SW2 4RD
Tel: 07816 964 247

03

A & R Mobiles
99 Streatham Hill,
London SW2 4UD
Tel: 07536 736 517

04

Balfe’s Bikes Streatham
87 Streatham Hill,
London SW2 4UB
Tel: 020 8671 1984

Ben

Safety Service for
one bicycle

Use By
31/01/19

05

Heritage Streatham Dry
Cleaners
130 Streatham Hill,
London SW2 4RS
Tel: 020 8671 6973

Irfan

1 x 2 piece suit free
dry clean

Use By
31/03/19

Ibrahim 2 English
Breakfasts

Abdul

Mobile Case
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06

Streatham Pharmacy
95 Streatham Hill,
London SW2 4UD
Tel: 020 8674 9201

07

Signor Ciccio
132 Streatham Vale,
London SW16 5TB
Tel: 020 8764 1747

08

Funky Potters
12 Demontfort Parade,
Streatham High Road,
London SW16 1BU
Tel: 020 8616 0809

Zara

Pottery Painting
Voucher for one
person

Use By
06/06/19

09

Capital Cleaners
86 Streatham Hill,
London SW2 4RD
Tel: 020 8674 1619

Naz

Dry Cleaning
Services

Use By
31/01/19

10

Bar 61 Restaurant
61A Streatham Hill,
London SW2 4TX
Tel: 020 8671 0444

Oli

Bottle of Red Wine

Open But Not
Friday or
Saturday

11

Fix.
58 Streatham High Road,
London SW16 1DA
Tel: 020 8769 3510

Metin

Mobile Starter Pack
(case, charger,
screen
protector)

Use By
31/01/19

12

Heritage Streatham Dry
Cleaners
130 Streatham Hill,
London SW2 4RS
Tel: 020 8671 6973

Irfan

1 x 2 piece suit free
dry clean

Use By
31/03/19

Tony

Loyalty Card

Raniero 3 Course Dinner for
Two
+ glass of wine, beer
or soft drink
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13

Streatham Pharmacy
95 Streatham Hill,
London SW2 4UD
Tel: 020 8674 9201

14

Italian Bistro
32 Streatham High Road,
London SW16 1DB
Tel: 020 8696 0444

Tony

Loyalty Card

Raniero 3 Course Dinner for
Two
+ glass of wine, beer
or soft drink

Use By
31/01/19

Use By
30/06/19

• After the formal meeting broke up for the Christmas Buffet & to Socialise,
Graham & Fraser both tried to assist those Patient Group Members, who had
been puzzled by the QR codes etc. Possibly one of the best QR Code readers is
i-nigma which is a FREE download from Google PlayStore or from the Apple
Store.
• All PG Members eventually left both happy & content.
• Roll on 2019!

2018-12-12 - Steering Committee Meeting, PG at SHGP
First off, we had a short half hour Patient Group Steering Committee meeting. This
was essentially to get our Patient Group’s Terms of Reference (TOR) v1.05 agreed and
voted through.
• Graham talked all Steering Committee Members though the process, asked if
there were any questions and then put the TOR to the vote.
• The vote was unanimously in favour of adopting the TOR as presented.
• Graham advised that there was currently a vacancy for the Secretary for our
Patient group and asked that our Steering Committee Members consider prior
to our next Steering Committee meeting if they would like to put themselves
forward for the position.

• Fraser reiterated that what Graham & he were exceptionally mindful of was
ensuring that we initiated a system for ‘Succession Management’ for our Patient
Group at SHGP for the very first time. We felt this vitally important so that
Our Patient Group Q4 Christmas Report 2018
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future Chairs or Co-Chairs did not have to start right from scratch, when they
are duly appointed. Clearly, our close & good working relationship with our
Practice Management is also of great assistance in this respect.
• Graham also revisited the topic of our Patient Group potentially applying for
Charitable status in the future and the potential costs involved.
• Fraser advised the Steering Committee that this would not happen in the
immediate future as there was currently a 20 week waiting period just to get
applications seen!
• Graham cleared up some confusion relating to the Steering Committee
messaging group (using the Signal app), which had been selected above all
others, due to the facts…
(1) it is OpenSource and
(2) it appears to be substantially more secure & private than any of the other
free messaging apps currently available.
• Graham briefly touched on the topics of both ‘Health Education Meetings’ and
‘Social Events’ for Patient Group members but as time was running out, it was
agreed that we would revisit these topics at our next Steering Committee
meeting, which would be on Wednesday, January 30th 2019 at 18:00 hours.

2018-12-10 - LPPGN @ 336 - Local Care Records
Unfortunately, Fraser goofed when loading this event into our diaries. He must have
been distracted as he was doing so and simply inserted the normal 18:00 hours time
rather than 10:00 hours, which was the correct time for this ocassion. So sadly, we
missed this event. Interestingly enough however, was the feedback we got, which was
that it costs £140,000.00 for hospitals to have the LCR (Local Care Records) system.
That got us thinking, why would Guy's & St Thomas' Hospitals (GSTT) spend that
enormous amount of money and NOT fully utilise the system? Was it really simply
down to 'training & staff turnover problems' that it is NOT fully functional and ‘fit for
purpose’ as yet or are there other reasons which are not being disclosed? Had GSTT
even fully paid-up for the full LCR system in 2018? Does the cost of £140,000.00
cover both hospitals or is that purely the cost per individual hospital?
Either way, potentially either £140,000.00 or £280,000.00 being spent and NOT used
effectively appears incredibly wasteful at first sight.
The mind boggles!
N.B. Especially when Patient Safety could be at risk.
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2018-12-07 - SPN Members Meeting @ Baldry Gardens
David Del'Nero & Jenni Rodgers are the Co-Chairs of the SPN (Streatham Patient
Network) and led the meeting. This meeting is for the Chairs & Co-Chairs of the
Patient Groups at their respective GP Practices together with interested parties
representing their Practices, where the Chairs & Co-Chairs either are unable to or
don't wish to attend this group run by its Two Time Lammy Award winning Co-Chairs.
It was Jenni's Birthday so the atmosphere was a little more relaxed than usual.
Discussions went on as to what was happening at each of the GP Practices, followed
by some announcements and then individual points that the Members wished to bring
up for group discussion.

November 2018
2018-11-27 - Dermatology Patient Panel, St George’s Hospital
Fraser & Graham attended our Dermatology Patient Panel (DPP) meeting at St
George’s Hospital. Strange meeting as despite St George’s Hospital's best efforts to
recruit more Patient Panel Members since 25/09/18, they had not managed even
ONE! But the Dermatology Service Manager was there, meaning there were only 3
Patients & 4 Dermatology Consultants/Management at the meeting. Added to which,
our prior research revealed that the Hospital Trust was going to rename our DPP to
Dermatology Patient Partnership and the structure of the ‘group’ was going to change
to become more Corporate focused rather than the Community concept, which first
attracted us to it. Apparently, it’s because the Trust at St George’s Hospital want our
developing DPP to fall in line with their corporate Patient Partnership and Experience
Group (PPEG) initiative. We’ve done a ton of stuff behind the scenes, offered to meet
with their Communications Assistant Director & with the guy who is behind this new
PPEG but neither has come back to us yet.
One thing is pretty certain and that is, according to the Assistant Director of
Communications, their Trust probably will not be giving any web space to any of the
Patient Groups let alone our DPP as they expressed their opinion that “the St
George’s Hospital's website is NOT for Patients”! So the likely scenario is that all
the hard work & efforts that the unpaid volunteers either have been or will be doing is
likely not to be publicised, with the public having extremely little or no knowledge of
the what ALL the unpaid volunteers are passionately doing behind the scenes in order
to help the Hospital to improve their image & standards.
Fraser feels this is absolutely ludicrous! Fraser & Graham have agreed to go to the
next DPP meeting on 22/01/19 prior to deciding whether to continue or gracefully
back out of this potential calamity. Fraser feels that if this continues to go in the
Our Patient Group Q4 Christmas Report 2018
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current corporate direction then Patient Volunteers in the ‘group’ will likely become
nothing much more than serfs. Fraser does have strong views. The Consultants on the
DPP were amazed that we had a draft copy of the PPEG strategy, which even they
hadn’t ALL had sight of. That’s the power of the SymeBros.
Learning experience at St George's Hospital to date and the resultant benefit to our
other participations = So far...Perhaps, How Not To Do Things! To be fair, the
SymeBros expectations are exceptionally high whereas the hospital has their NHS
way of doing things.

2018-11-26 - NHS GP Online Services Webinar for Patient
Participation Group (PPG) Members
Fraser & Graham having both signed-up for the NHS GP Online Services Webinar for
Patient Participation Group (PPG) Members, missed the darned webinar as Fraser’s
Cardiac appointment at St Thomas’ Hospital ran over 1.5 hours late for the scheduled
appointment time. Fraser was extremely P-O as he was only in front of the Cardiac
consultant for 7.5 minutes during which time the consultant was clock watching! So
we missed the Webinar. Grrr!

2018-11-22 - Steering Committee Meeting, PG at SHGP
Fraser & Graham hosted their Patient Group’s Steering Committee (SC) Meeting.
There were 5 new members. Graham delivered our vision for what our Steering
Committee & our Patient Group will be about going forward. We had a brief
discussion with the SC in respect of the Patient Groups ‘Terms Of Reference’, which
we expect to vote for the approval of at our next SC Meeting. We expect possibly up
to a further 4 new Steering Committee Members by our next SC Meeting, which will
be held immediately before our main Christmas Patient Group Meeting on 12/12/18.

Our Patient Group Q4 Christmas Report 2018
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2018-11-21 - Lambeth Patient Participation Group Network
Fraser & Graham attended Lambeth Patient
Partnership Group Network (LPPGN) Meeting.
David Del'Nero (Prentice Road) & Alan Wickes
(Palace Road) also attended.
Ahead of this LPPGN meeting there had been a
flurry of activity by the LPPGN, which we feel is
down to both the meeting that Graham & I had
with Una Dalton & Adrian McLachlan on
October 3rd 2018 and the persistent lobbying
by David Del’Nero & Jenni Rodgers (Co-Chairs
of the Streatham Patient Network and Chairs of
their respective Patient Groups at their GP
Practices).
Furthermore, we have received assurances
from Una Dalton that the LPPGN has been
given a new set of directives/objectives that
they must achieve going forward so we all hope
to be seeing a revitalised operation in effect in
2019.
In the LPPGN’s latest Newsletter the LPPGN appealed for individuals to become
Directors! Their pitch is:

"If you have an interest in making sure the patient voice is heard and that decisions

about primary care provision in Lambeth keeps patients at its forefront, why not join
our developing board”.

2018-11-21 - South West Lambeth Local Care Network
Fraser & Graham attended SW Lambeth LCN Meeting at Hetherington Gardens.
David & Jenni of SPN also attended. This may have recently been renamed the
'Locality Care Network' but we're still to receive notification of same.

Our Patient Group Q4 Christmas Report 2018
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2018-11-15 - PGatSHGP Twitter Posting
Fraser recognising the cathartic benefits of
music, posted this fabulous offering by
Scottish band 'Ashton Lane' who were (and
possibly still are) giving away a FREE album
download. Ashton Lane's music genre is
most likely Country/Pop.

If you want to take advantage of Ashton
Lane's kind offer, simply visit our Twitter
page @PatientAt or
https://twitter.com/patientat and then
scroll down to our November 15th posting
and take it from there.

There's also a screen shot of our Twitter
posting on the next page for your
convenience. BTW, if you take advantage of
Aston Lane's FREE download please do
consider following them on twitter @ashtonlane - Thank you.
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2018/11/16 - Fraser Creates New Graphic for SHGP
Fraser created a new Friends & Family (F&F) Rating sheet and script for the GPs at
SHGP.
All patients must remember that giving regular feedback when using any of the
services offered at Streatham Hill Group Practice is extremely important so that the
Doctors & Practice Management can keep their finger on the pulse of 'what's working'
and 'what needs improving' at our Practice. After all, you want your opinions to be
taken into account, right? So, let’s collectively help to improve the Patient Experience
at SHGP for the benefit of ALL of our Patients.

Our Patient Group Q4 Christmas Report 2018
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Important: So please remember, when you are in seeing a clinician at SHGP - as they
are about to bring your appointment to a close, just ASK your clinician for the Friends
& Family Appointment ‘Rating’ Sheet so that you can complete it right then & there.
You will also be given the option to use your mobile to do your ‘Rating’ online, which
most folk find is even faster and more convenient. N.B. Please remember to ‘SAVE’ the
‘Rating’ link to your mobile so it’s already there for the next time you have an
appointment with the clinicians at Streatham Hill Group Practice. Cheers!

Below you will also see another graphic that Fraser prepared, which is on our Patient
Group's notice boards in our Practice. This should make it easier and more convenient
for you when you want to check out what's going on in our Patient Group. If you have
a smart phone simply 'SAVE' the most relevant links to your mobile so that you have
fast & efficient access for the 'next time'.

Our Patient Group Q4 Christmas Report 2018
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2018-11-14 - Lambeth Primary Care Commissioning Committee
Meeting
Fraser & Graham attended Lambeth Primary Care Commissioning Committee
Meeting In Public (PCCCIP) at No 1 Lower Marsh. David Del’Nero also attended.
Fraser tabled two questions relating to:
1. Local Care Records (LCR) which was largely unanswered or at least not
satisfactorily. Fraser put a pitch in for the SymeBros to assist, on the basis that
the reason given for the LCR system not being fully functional at Guy's & St
Thomas' Hospitals (GSTT), was due to problems with training & high staff
turnover.
At this point, nobody had informed us that the cost of the LCR system was circa
£140,000.00 but that's a heck of a lot of money to waste! Of course, The
SymeBros would need a full specification of what GSTT feel they are incapable
of doing or at the very least, a breakdown of all the in-patient & out-patient
departments together with the associated number of employees requiring this
training. That said, we can come up with relatively simple solutions that just
work. The Chair of the PCCC made a light-hearted remark about Fraser's pitch
BUT oddly enough, nobody has since been in contact. Perhaps GSTT believe
that they have the monopoly on good ideas, who knows? We wonder just how
much progress will have been made prior to the next PCCCIP Meeting in
January 2019?
2. Patient Participation Groups, but in the end, Fraser was not able to table this
question as it specifically related to the Papers for Today’s Meeting posted on
the LCCG corporate website for the PCCCIP. Unfortunately, the PCCC
Members were reading from a different set of similar papers that were some 6067 pages shorter, which did not include the sections to which Fraser’s question
related.
That’s certainly one good way to avoid awkward, irritating questions from the public.
Just sayin’... In relation to ‘1.’ above in this section, Fraser & Graham will be attending
the LPPGN meeting on Monday, 10/12/18 where the specific topic is ‘Local Care
Records’.
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2018-11-10 - PG at SHGP Announcement On Twitter

Fraser posts announcement on Twitter “The SymeBros are extremely excited to
discover that SHGP is involved in a Pilot Clustering of Practices trial in Streatham, with
our very own Dr Alice Lau appointed Lead Clinician. WooHoo for Streatham Hill
Group Practice.”

To see our Patient Group page on Twitter simply go to Twitter, go to the search box
and search for @PatientAt which is our Patient Group's name on Twitter.

2018-11-09 - Streatham Patient Network (SPN) Meeting At
Baldry Gardens
Fraser & Graham attended SPN meeting at Baldry Gardens.
Fraser stated that he is liaising with Viliam (Practice Manager) over various aspects of
the posters etc he’d created.
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2018-11-08 - Lambeth Keep Our NHS Public (KONP) Meeting
Fraser & Graham attended Lambeth Keep Our NHS Public (KONP) meeting at the
Horse and Groom pub. Lots of initiatives going on especially rallying against the
government for attempting to introduce Integrated Care Providers (ICPs), which is
felt to be a shoe-in to Privatisation of our
NHS with vulture American Healthcare
Companies ready to pounce.

In the USA, only 1 in 4 Americans can
afford healthcare. Clearly, we do NOT
wish this to happen in the UK.

Anyone interested and/or wanting to
know more about getting involved with
Lambeth Keep Our NHS Public should in
the first instance email the Chair at
lambethkonp@gmail.com
and can also check what they get up to
at…
facebook @ https://www.facebook.com/LambethKONP
or over on
twitter @ https://twitter.com/lambethkonp

2018-11-08 - Graham Researches Text & SMS Options
Graham spoke with Richard from the SMS provider about their system. It is a fixed
cost to practice - the cost of the SMS messaging is, Richard believes, paid by the
Lambeth CCG and provided by EE or BT (est 1.15p per message).
The 160 character limit per message applies but longer messages can be sent although
with the cost of being multiple messages. URLs can be included but of limited use with
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non-smart phones.
Richard believed that an opt-out was possible but only on an all or nothing basis. He
will update me in due course.
After talking with Richard, Graham saw an Emis Health link that suggests that not only
is our SMS provider indeed fully integrated with EMIS Web, but EMIS state 'The
messaging services allows simple two-way messaging, where patients can respond to
your carefully targeted reminders and requests to support a variety of chronic
diseases, where all outgoing communications and responses can be automatically
recorded back into EMIS using specific read Codes'.
This would seem to suggest it would be feasible to create a read code to opt out of a
class of communication, such as messages from the Patient Group, or am I misreading
something? Graham sent Richard a thank you email and queried the EMIS website
claims.

2018-11-08 - Graham Alerted Spires To Aldi Christmas
Initiative
Graham alerted StreetLink@Spires.org.uk about the Aldi Christmas food surplus on
Christmas Eve initiative. Spires looks after the needs of Homeless & Disadvantaged
People.

2018-11-08 - Graham Wrote To Local Care Records (LCRs) HQ
Graham wrote to Local Care Records HQ, in respect of what’s going on with the Local
Care Records as the system does NOT appear to be working in both directions. GP
Practices can see certain information e.g. blood tests etc on Guy’s & St Thomas’
Hospital Patient Records but apparently GSTT are still NOT fully able to see the
records for their Patients at the Patient’s GP Practices.
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2018-11-08 - Co-Chairs Have Another Quick Meeting With
Practice Manager
Graham & Fraser had yet another quick meeting with Viliam, largely to discuss what
posters would be most beneficial to the Patient Population at SHGP. The Flu Shot was
one of many discussed.
We also wished to discover whether or not animated videos would work on the
Patient Group section of the Practice website - sadly, they do not.
Fraser asked Viliam if some bar or pie charts could be produced to give the Patient
Group a better understanding of SHGP’s Patient Population.
These were
subsequently kindly provided by Jan Lenny, starting below and continuing on pages 25
& 26…
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2018-11-07 - Graham Conducts In-Depth Research Into Local
Care Records
Graham did a fair amount of investigation into LCRs (Local Care Records) and sent an
email looking for elaboration, which bounced as the email provided on their web site
was not relevant. So Graham then submitted a web form asking for correct email
contact details.

2018-11-07 - Lambeth Clinical Commissioning Group (LCCG)
Meeting Public Forum
Fraser & Graham bumped into Andrew Eyres, COO of the LCCG in the lobby prior to
the LCCG Public Forum. He congratulated us on our Patient Group (PG) success.
We asked Andrew about our Patient Registration Project (potential savings and
increased efficiencies by using tablets for patients to register at the practice rather
than hard copy paper registration forms - with projected, conservative potential
savings of circa £186,516.00 for NHS Lambeth and £10,740,105.00 for NHS England.
Andrew said we might be better discussing the subject with Andrew Parker at the
Lambeth Primary Care Commissioning In Public Meeting.
Fraser & Graham also bumped into Adrian McLachlan, LCCG Chair, and discussed the
shortcomings of the job spec for the South West Representative. Adrian said HR had
been spoken to. Graham reiterated his core skills being process/function rather than
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cost (accountants) and Adrian seemed to agree that would be a useful attribute to
share.
In the Lambeth CCG Public Forum Meeting, Fraser raised 2 general questions of the
Board. These related to: ‘Plasticides/Plastic Particulates in fish, sea salt, foods, plastic
water bottles etc’ and ‘Antioxidants in Vitamin Pills' – the latter, which past research
showed to cause Lung Cancer in humans and provided ridiculously & unnecessarily
high doses per pill, with the public potentially being fleeced of their hard earned cash,
by the Vitamin companies.
Fraser was advised that these questions were not really questions for the LCCG Public
Forum but rather for the Government's Department for Environment, Food and
Rural Affairs and/or The Foods Standards Agency.
Meeting was also attended by David & Jenni of the Streatham Patient Network (SPN).
David also asked a question.
Our past questions and Fraser's in particular from the previous meeting regarding:

(a)
(b)

‘Outpatient Prescriptions Process’ and
‘Support for diversity particularly in relation to gender and sexuality’

...Are downloadable in digital format from the LCCG main web site under Meetings &
Papers section in the main top menu heading ‘News & Publications’, for anyone who
hasn’t seen them yet.
https://www.lambethccg.nhs.uk/news-and-publications/meetingpapers/Pages/default.aspx
Alternatively, for easy access to the individual specific Papers, see them here, just click
on the relevant link below...
Meeting 2018/09/19 Public Forum Notes
Meeting 2018/07/04 Public Forum Notes
Meeting 2018/05/02 Public Forum Notes
Meeting 2018/03/07 public Forum Notes
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2018-11-05 - Co-Chairs Attend Staff Meeting At SHGP
SymeBros were invited to attend a Staff Meeting at SHGP. We advised attendees of
the following...
• Our intended 3 tier structure - Steering Committee, HEM and general
communication with the patient body
• The importance of cooperation and promotion from the staff and partners.
Several constructive comments were raised. Fraser had some minor grammatical
amendments to make to his latest poster. Viliam invited us to examine all notice
boards and select suitable locations for posting. He also said we could be free to select
another notice board to be the PG notice board.

2018-11-05 - Graham Concludes His Extensive Research Into
Texting Apps
After extensive investigation over the past couple of weeks, Graham downloaded
the SIGNAL mobile app and desktop application, installing both. Graham created a
group: SHGP GP Steering Committee. Graham sent Fraser an invitation to join.
SIGNAL was selected not only because it is OpenSource but it also appears to take
both ‘Security’ and ‘Privacy’ of its users extremely seriously unlike some of the most
used apps on the market, which definitely do not.
Graham's selection has since been vindicated as can be seen in the TechWeez article
of December 22nd 2018 entitled "Privacy Apps You Should Download Right Now",
which you can also gain access to by clicking the Quick Link here...
 https://url.lv/TechWeez-Dec2018

2018-11-05 - Fraser Sent Practice
Committee - Raising Interest Poster’

Manager

‘Steering

Fraser sent Viliam the Raising Interest Poster (The Eyes), to get our Patients to come
along to our Steering Group Meeting, to find out what it’s all about and to see how
they could possibly contribute & help shape our SHGP going forward. You can see this
poster is on page 29.
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2018-11-04 - Fraser Creates Register For Steering Group
Committee Meeting
Fraser created a Register for Patient Group Steering Committee Meeting log-in form
for SHGP.
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2018-11-05 - Practice Website Discussion with Practice
Manager
Fraser liaised with Viliam to see if we could get a further ‘Tell Me More’ tab on the
then ‘green coloured’ Practice website for our Patient Group. Sadly, we could not but
Viliam has since refreshed the SHGP website and now it’s ‘blue coloured’ (much more
visually appealing than the old green one) with many more features for our Patient
Population at SHGP. SymeBros will investigate other options to get our Patient
Groups' messages, details & information out to our Patient Population at SHGP.

October 2018
2018-10-22 - Two Local Patient Group’s Co-Chairs Chatting
About Their Groups
Fraser & Graham met with Alan Wickes @ Horse and Groom and discussed the Palace
Road PPG, our Patient Group and other stuff e.g. SPN. We asked about the logo Alan
had revamped for SPN etc.

2018-10-22 - PPG Core Group Meeting With Practice Manager
In Attendance
Fraser & Graham had a PPG core group meeting with Viliam in attendance. Also
present were Despina, Susannah & Inne. Villiam advised that Bernadette had formally
resigned and that the last time he’d spoken to Tony, Tony said he had no intention of
returning.
Graham presented a vision for the Patient Group and then Fraser and Graham were
voted in as Co-Chairs unanimously. As Inne is going to USA in November and
Susannah to Jamaica in December, it was suggested we set up a WhatsApp group, or
equivalent, for communication purposes.
Graham agreed to prepare a draft Terms Of Reference (TOR) for the next PG Steering
Committee on 22 November @ 10:30 hours.
After the meeting, we discussed various operational considerations with Viliam and he
agreed to the service standard that any Patient Group item for posting would be done
within 7 Days of submission.
We discussed the texting restrictions that exist. Apparently, the SMS service provider
our Practice uses for sending out text messages follow the strict SMS restriction of
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160 characters per single message.

Graham (left) & Fraser (right).
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Firstly, we'd like to give a big shout-out of thanks to David Del'Nero & Jenni
Rodgers who have effectively been our Mentors since February 2018 and without
whom, we'd likely not have got involved in any of our Healthcare Volunteering
activities.

[2]

Secondly, we'd also like to give a big shout-out to everyone at Streatham Hill
Group Practice (SHGP) who, since October 22nd 2018, have made us feel most
welcome as the new Co-Chairs of the Patient Group at SHGP.

[3]

Lastly, we'd like to give a big shout-out to the Steering Committee of our Patient
Group for stepping-up and taking the initiative to assist our Patient Group in making
our SHGP a better experience for ALL Patients in 2019 and beyond.

And Finally…

A Big THANK YOU To Everyone
in Our Patient Group Family!

N.B. If you wish to consider getting involved with our
Patient Group at SHGP, then why not simply come
along to one of Steering Committee Meetings to
discover if you have what it takes to help make
Streatham Hill Group Practice better?
Please do come along, sending an
email to us in advance, just to
let us know that you are
coming along.
Chair.PGatSHGP@gmail.com
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